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Why we believe
in video
Is it enough to make something creative? If you’re an artist - yes. If you’re a marketer - no.
Today’s digital marketers have more tools available to them than ever before. At the same
time, their expectations for measurable outcomes continue to rise. It’s a scary world filled
with enormous opportunity.
We started Animus Studios over seven years ago, when many brands were clinging onto
old school tactics and still questioning whether they even needed to use social media. One
thing was and still is clear -- video is the most compelling way to share your story and
communicate eﬀectively. Video is an essential piece of any marketing campaign, whether
you’re looking to make your audience smile, educate them, connect them to your brand,
promote a new oﬀering, or anything else your wonderful brain can think up.
We don’t just love video, we believe in it. But we don’t believe in it blindly. We believe in it
because it works. Video is a required tool of the modern digital marketer. It’s can be both
extremely creative and extremely tactical. That’s why we help brands map out a holistic
approach to the content they need to support all of their campaigns at every level.
Now’s the time to fully integrate video into the fabric of your organization.
Justin Andrews
Partner, Creative Strategist
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Part 1

The metrics that matter
for proving video ROI
For the longest time, everyone was obsessed with view count.
Brands were focused on making that number as big as possible and every
video creative was fielding requests asking them to "make a viral video."
These days, marketers have a better understanding of what metrics really
matter to determine if their video content is working. At the same time,
brands are spending more of their marketing budget on video and are more
analytics conscious than ever.
So, as a brand, how do you make sure video marketing has a positive
Return on Investment?
It's easier than you think. It comes down to setting goals based on marketing
objectives. Answer the question, 'What is your video trying to do?' Increase
sales? Drive website traﬀic?
Once you answer this question, it’s pretty straightforward to connect those
goals to specific metrics to keep track of your progress and prove that you're
delivering results.
The metrics you focus on are called Key Performance Indicators and in the
world of video marketing there are a handful of numbers that we use to measure success.
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Many platforms will give you some of the KPI’s you may be looking for and
any platform designed for business should give you all of them (and then
some).
Let's run through the basic 5 metrics you should keep top of mind during
campaign-building.

views
play rate
engagement
conversions
indirect metrics
Views measure reach

Views are a little more complicated than you might think but basically it's
how many people played your video. Some platforms will give you a number
of unique viewers while others will focus on a raw play count number.
Each platform defines a view diﬀerently, sometimes this might be a length of
time or a percentage of your total run time. On some platforms this might
just be how many times your video loads.
Views are a good indicator of reach. The higher your view count, the more
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people saw your video. It's a good way to make sure your content is going
out to the right audience. You can compare view counts from video to video
to easily identify which ones are over or under-performing.
Views are just the tip of the iceberg though. You'll need to dig deeper to get
more insight.

Play Rate measures relevance

Play rate is the percent of people who clicked play on your video divided by
the number of total visitors to the video’s page
Play rate is a good way to measure relevance. If a lot of people decided not
to click on your video it might be on a topic that doesn't resonate with your
audience or a thumbnail that doesn't grab your viewer's attention.
Low play rate could also indicate a more technical issue like a problem with
your video's placement on the page or the page’s functionality overall.

Engagement measures what kind of views you're getting

Engagement numbers are one of the most important metrics you can use to
measure the success of your video. These metrics are displayed diﬀerently
from platform to platform but they all show how your audience watches
your video. Often they're displayed in a graph format where you can see
what percentage of your viewers are watching as the video goes on.
Understanding whether or not our viewers are sticking with the video is
crucial information that tells us how good that content is. On platforms that
have a visual graph, we can pinpoint specific areas where people stopped
watching (or rewatched).
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An engagement graph in Wistia. The graph shows viewership overtime, the
red part of the chart shows areas viewers watch more than once.

It's a great way to identify concrete ways of optimizing your video like
removing a long intro graphic or adding explanatory graphics to help
illustrate a complex topic that people are frequently rewatching.
Caution: Each platform’s engagement graphs will tend to look diﬀerent.
On social media people are scrolling through a feed of autoplaying content
so you can expect to see a sharp drop-oﬀ in the first few seconds of your
video. On your website however, graphs will tend to be flatter since people
making the decision to click play are more likely to watch longer.
No matter the platform, expect to see drop-oﬀs at the beginning of the video
as people figure out if it’s right for them as well as the end when folks sense
there's no more useful information left.

Conversions measure how well your video inspires action

On most platforms you can add a variety of interactive elements in your
video. These can be as simple as a web link or something more complex like
a form for lead generation.
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More and more video platforms have lead generation and other
converstion tools built in. Pictured is Wistia’s Turnstile.

You can usually track basic conversions on the video platform itself but if you
use a 3rd party tool to add interactive elements into your video (like a
Hubspot integration) you might have to use that tool's analytics to get the
full picture.
For most inbound marketing campaigns, tracking conversions is crucial. It's
nice to have an engaging video with a large reach, but ultimately what really
matters is if people click the link to your website or fill out your lead gen
form.
The other metrics in this article will tell you if your video was good. This
metric will tell you if your video was eﬀective.

Bonus metrics: Sharing, Organic Feedback, and Site Metrics

The above metrics are the ofthen the most important but other sources of
information will give your KPIs context and paint a clearer picture of how
your content is performing.
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Shares are a good indicator that your content not only resonates with your
audience but gets them excited enough to want to share it to their own
network. Not all content will be very sharable and that's okay.
Product-centric content and inbound marketing content is extremely
important but has an inherently specific audience. Broader brand videos,
educational content, and video designed to entertain is much more likely to
be shared. If sharing is your goal, it's important to encourage your audience
with clear CTAs.
Organic feedback includes comments, messages, and other discussion
around your content. Again, not all content is designed to foster community,
but if that's your goal it's important to see results beyond your video's stats.
Just like with sharing, it's important to make specific asks to prompt your
viewers to comment.
Site metrics are extremely helpful tools to show you how your video fits in
with the rest of your content. Basic metrics like bounce rate, average time on
site, and goal tracking can give you a sense of how your video contributes (or
hurts) your page's performance.
More advanced tracking like heatmaps and user testing can give you even
deeper insight into how your video impacts the ways your audience uses
your website.

Putting This Into Practice

During your next project start thinking about how your marketing goals
connect to specific metrics.
This portfolio of important numbers make up your Key Performance
Indicators. Keeping this info in mind from the beginning will help give you a
roadmap for reporting, analyzing your success, and optimizing your video
content moving forward.
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Part 2

A framework for eﬀective
video campaigns
When you're making a marketing video, it's easy to focus completely on
production and lose sight of the bigger picture. Of course you want to make
content that looks great but it’s critical that it has a positive impact for your
organization.
Whether you're working on a large campaign, or a single video this is the
pre-flight checklist we use internally to confirm our concepts are aligned
with our marketing goals. It’s a simple framework that helps ensure our
campaigns are consistently successful.
The checklist is divided into three sections with a few questions in each. If I
run through this list and don’t have the right information, I know I need to
course correct or at least regroup to get more information.
However, If I can answer these questions confidently, I know I'm on the right
track to build a successful campaign and I have a solid resource to
communicate my plan to other stakeholders.
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Making the right content for your audience

It's easy to get excited about a creative idea idea. You may let your
imagination run wild and wind up with an awesome concept that you love.
But if it’s not something that the audience will be as excited about it could
hurt your marketing goals in the end.
Don't make content for yourself (unless that's your target audience). Truly
eﬀective content that resonates with your viewers is specifically designed to
accomplish a marketing goal for that audience. These are the four questions
we ask to make sure we're on the right track.
Who is our audience and will this idea resonate with them?
Do I have a clear understanding of our goals and objectives?
What's our plan to achieve these goals with the campaign/content?
What are our key performance indicators (KPIs) for measuring success?

Ensuring your content makes an impact

Now it's time to dive a little deeper. You're aligned on a concept and
execution but it’s all riding on your distribution plan. Don’t wait until after
you finish production to start thinking about this step or you may waste a lot
of time.
How and where you’re distributing your video can have a huge impact on
how you go about producing it. Here’s what we make sure to answer here:
What channels should we be sharing this content on?
How will we tailor the video for each platform? (aspect ratio, captions)
How are we reporting on our KPIs and how are we including organic feedback?
How can we use that insight and analytics to improve the campaign moving
forward?
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Setting Up A Smooth Production Process

Concept and strategy are important, but if you fall short in production you'll
struggle to accomplish your objectives. Before we start prep, these are the
key questions we answer to make sure production goes smoothly.
Who needs to be on the creative team to execute this idea?
What kind of outside crew/talent do we need to bring in?
What access, equipment, or information does the team need in order to
succeed?
Who else needs to be looped in to assist with scheduling and logistics?
Having solid answers to each of these questions gives use the confidence
that I have the information necessary to launch a campaign and produce
content for it. There's much more to think about during prep, production,
post and launch but these are the prerequisites for getting started.
With this information in hand, you’ll always be able to speak clearly
about what your concept is and how to accomplish your marketing
goals.
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CAMPAIGN PRE-FLIGHT
ASK THESE QUESTIONS FIRST

Are we making
the right content
for our audience?
Who is our audience, will
this idea resonate with
them?

Do I have a clear
understanding of our goals
and objectives?

Are we sure the
content will make
an impact?
What channels should we
share this content on?

How will we tailor the video
for each platform? (aspect
ratio, captions)

Are we set up for
a smooth
production?
Who needs to be on the
creative team to execute
this idea?

What kind of outside
crew/talent do we need to
bring in?

What's our plan to achieve
these goals with the
campaign/content?

How are we using reports
to show progress? How are
we including organic
feedback in our reporting?

What access, equipment, or
information does the team
need in order to succeed?

How are we measuring
success, what are our key
performance indicators?

How can we use that
information to otpimize the
campaign moving forward?

Who else needs to be
looped in to assist with
scheduling and logistics?

Part 3

Planning for video with a
yearly budget
Putting together a comprehensive video marketing budget is a daunting,
but important, task. In this guide, we’ll go through our internal template to
provide you with a starting point for your own yearly budget.
A yearly budget is primarily a forecasting tool and it's likely your individual
project budgets will change as priorities shift and things come into focus.
So don't worry if you don't have all the information before getting started.
The total budget is comprised of two parts: a master budget that includes
ongoing activities and the sums of your project budgets.

Building project templates

If you have a content calendar or yearly marketing plan, this step is pretty
simple. The goal is to build project budgets based on serialized content you
know you’ll be making throughout the year. This often includes things like
case studies or training videos but can include things like ads or branded
content if you have those initiatives mapped out.
We like to build project budgets with four major sections: Discovery,
Pre-Production, Production, and Post-Production. In the header, we have a
breakdown of each of these sections including the allocated budget, the
estimated internal cost and a space to fill in the actual numbers so you can
track how accurate your budget was after the fact.
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In the top right there's a quick calculator to show how accurate your estimates were and if you’re over or under budget. You should aim for your
costs to be about 10% under your allocated budget to allow for a contingency margin to cover the unexpected.
Discovery
Starting from the top, Discovery covers the initial activities before a project
kicks oﬀ. The initial meetings, research, and the time needed to build an
internal pitch or proposal for sign-oﬀ.
In these sections, we're calculating estimated costs based on an hourly rate
derived from team members’ salaries.
Pre-production
Pre-production includes more traditional prep tasks like scripting, shot
listing and the internal pre-pro meetings that you need ahead of your
shoot.
Production
The production section can expand or contract depending on the kind of
shoot you’re producing. A case study shot on-location will have more line
items than an internal video shot on-site.
When working oﬀ-site, budget your crew based on a set of hours called a
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day rate (typically 10 hours). Additional expenses are just entered as lump
sum and you can add or subtract categories to get as granular as you want.
Post production
Post-production is pretty straightforward, again based around allocating
hours for each task around your team’s hourly rate. There are also fixed
costs for things like stock footage or music licensing
Remember that things like ingest, rendering files and transferring footage
take time and it's smart to budget additional time for these beyond the
actual editing.
Rinse and repeat
For each project type, generate one of these budgets. From there, you can
move into the master budget sheet.

Assembling your yearly budget

This sheet is where you gather together your project templates and add in
ongoing costs like campaign planning, distribution and reporting. Again,
these sections will change depending on the scope of your video marketing
eﬀorts but this is a good start.
Just like the project budgets, the top of this sheet has a breakdown with
each section’s budget allocation, estimated cost, and a place to fill in your
actual costs. In the top right is a contingency margin calculator.
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Planning
In the planning section, I've outlined typical setup activities for a yearly
marketing account. This section covers things like running audits and
building content calendars, basically any high level planning you need to
do.
Production
In the production section, add each production budget along with the
estimated number of those types of projects you'll be working on over the
year. Just add the cost not the 'budget allocation' to avoid doubling your
contingency margin.
Distribution
Your line items under distribution may vary a lot depending on your organization and team structure, but in this template we’ve covered the basics
like building posts, scheduling content for publication, and doing ads management. If you have a yearly ad spend budget, you can add that in here
too (or bake it into your project budgets).
Lastly on this budget is reporting. This section covers formal reports as well
as ongoing meetings and check-ins.
For some organizations all this work is handled by another department and
you might not need to budget it out yourself.

Putting it all together

This template is pretty comprehensive, but it's just a start. Regardless if you
use this or build your own, there are two important things to remember:
Spend time thinking about unexpected costs (small things add up)
Make sure to check back in with your estimates. Track your time and costs
to improve your accuracy and quickly identify problems.
Keeping these rules in mind will help you build a solid foundation so when
things inevitably change, you'll be prepared to pivot.
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Download the budget spreadsheet at
https://vstr.at/budget
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Part 4

The five videos every
business should make
When you're building a marketing plan, you know there's not a one size fits
all solution. On one hand, you have key initiatives that take up a lot of focus
and budget, and on the other, more everyday activities that are lower cost
but occur at a higher frequency. Together, that mix works together to
accomplish your objectives.
You should have the same approach when it comes to video. Diﬀerent
marketing videos have diﬀerent jobs, and they require diﬀerent levels of
planning and production to make sure they're eﬀective.
We like to think about a healthy video marketing plan as a set of triangles.
The one on the left representing quantity, the one on the right representing
budget and complexity.
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As you build a video marketing strategy it's important to avoid putting too
much emphasis on either extreme. This way you won't overspend on the
low hanging fruit and come up short for a big campaign or do the reverse
and go all-in on a single video and realize you can't support your day to day
content marketing.
In this guide, we're going to go through the 5 essential types of business
videos and where they fit into your marketing plan.

Case studies

Visual case studies are one of the most important ways you can use video.
When it comes to good marketing, it's all about showing not telling, and
showing oﬀ the success of your customers with a video can be extremely
powerful.
A good case study video goes beyond the typical testimonial by showing
real people talking about the real impact your company has. The best case
studies don't use stock footage and show people working in the real world.
Authenticity is key.
Priority: High! These types of videos can lead directly to conversions.
Budget: Medium. Going on-location to film authentic video is key.
Length: These should typically be 2-4 minutes long.
Frequency: Plan to make at least 1 per quarter to start.
Distribution: Embed these on your website, share them via email and tease
to them on social.
KPIs: Track engagement rate to check relevancy, measure conversions to
show ROI.

Social videos

Social media is powerful platform for video, but you have to approach it the
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right way. Short and sweet is the name of the game here and you have to
make sure you're tailoring your content to the right platform. YouTube is
excellent for helpful content, Facebook for bite sized entertainment and
LinkedIn for more promotional content.
Regardless of the platform there are some basic ground rules for getting
the most from social. First, make sure to keep it short and visually engaging. Video on social should work with no sound and grab people's attention
while they're scrolling.
Second, social is ephemeral so don't worry about remixing and resharing
content. Social videos should be inexpensive to create and easy to build in
quantity and schedule just like other posts.
Just because social videos should be aﬀordable doesn't mean they can't be
valuable. Use them to tease to longer videos, build buzz around a larger
campaign and keep your audience engaged.
Priority: Medium. These are important for brand building, but don’t have the
most immediate and direct impact on ROI.
Budget: Low. Social is ephemeral, your budgets should reflect that short
lifespan.
Length: These should almost always be under 1 minute.
Frequency: Start with a weekly cadence.
Distribution: Social! But also keep in mind when content can work in emails
or to punch up content on your website.
KPIs: Engagement shows that your audience is paying attention, reactions
(shares, likes, comments) can show brand lift.

Explainer videos

Explainer videos are tools for helping your viewers solve a problem. Educational content doesn’t have to be boring, and the best explainers oﬀer a
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powerful fix for a painful (and relevant) problem.
The more niche your audience, the more targeted you want these videos to
be. If you’re helping people with a really common problem, your videos
should live on a platform like YouTube to increase discoverability. If your
content speaks to a smaller audience, keep this content within the domains
you own like social and your own website for maximum impact.
Priority: High. If you have a complex product or service, educational content
is extremely important for sales and rentetion.
Budget: Low. This type of content is valued based on its utility, not its production value.
Length: In most cases, try to keep them under 15 minutes. Longer videos
should be chaptered for ease of navigation.
Frequency: Depending on your use case, between once a week and once a
quarter.
Distribution: These should live on your website, but if you have a broad
audience consider cross-posting on YouTube. Share previews on social and
email.
KPIs: Engagement graphs will show areas where people tune out or get
confused and rewatch a section. Use these stats to optimze your content and
gain insights about your oﬀering.

Promotional videos

Promotional videos are diﬀerent from other videos in that they’re actually
showcasing a product or service from your brand. These videos are inherently more transactional and brand focused, but they still need to be
human to make an impact.
You can also use this style of video to promote an event or even another
piece of content like a case study. The key is to keep the video short and
sweet and have a clear call to action. Having a straightforward CTA also
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allows you to measure conversions so you can link video performance to an
outcome and prove ROI.
Just like any other content, it’s crucial to keep your audience top of mind
when building a promotional video. Just because it’s promotional doesn’t
mean you can be inauthentic, all your content should feel consistent and
relevant to your audience no matter the purpose.

Priority: High! These videos are excellent awareness boosters and can drive
traﬀic to generate leads and sales.
Budget: High. Because these videos are few in quantity and high in importance, you should spend the most time and money making them perfect.
Length: Under 1 minute in most cases.
Frequency: When needed, typically between quarterly and yearly.
Distribution: Everywhere! Remix the content from your ‘hero’ deliverable to
build supporting content.
KPIs: Plays are helpful to show reach and ad delivery, engagement will show
the quality of those plays and conversions will show impact. Also pay attention to oﬀ-video metrics like site analytics to see a complete picture of your
campaign.

Video emails

Email is still one of the most powerful ways to reach your audience and
adding video to the mix is easier than ever. In fact, the most impactful video
emails don't even require actual production.
Just using your webcam and software like Soapbox, you can create powerful personalized emails with minimal eﬀort. Tools like these are especially
useful for sales, where you can add a friendly in-person feel to virtual communications and do so at scale.
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Video emails are also a great tool for internal communications. You can use
them as a way to communicate team updates without calling a meeting.
We love video emails because they don't require any production experience, and it's a low stress way of getting comfortable behind the camera
with immediate impact. It's a great trojan horse for building a culture of
video at your company and can make all your bigger productions less scary
and more approachable. Being good at video isn't rocket science, it just
takes practice and video emails is the perfect place to start.
Priority: High. These videos are so easy to make that anyone on the team
should be able to jump in and go from idea to content in minutes.
Budget: Low. Almost zero in fact. The upfront costs of a webcam and microphone are minimal and the time to create is nearly instantaneous.
Length: Under 3 minutes in most cases.
Frequency: Whenever you want to add personality and authenticity to
emails.
Distribution: Email of course, but also consider using these same types of
videos elsewhere. The same workflow can be used for educational content or
to easily add video a blog post or case study.
KPIs: Check your play rate and viewer metrics to make sure your content is
being watched, and to identify where people might be tuning out.
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What’s next?

Building a culture of video
starts with experiments
Good marketers are like scientists. We’re trained to develop ideas and test
their approach before diving in. Unfortunately when it comes to video, we
can get caught up in the complexity and move too fast, too soon.
Video is awesome, but like any other marketing activity it’s not a
one-size-fits all tactic. Take the information from this guide and start
making small experiments to learn about what works for your business.
If you’re ready to dive in deeper, want help building a plan to get started, or
just have questions about this guide we’d love to hear from you.
Email us at contact@animusstudios.com to get in touch.

